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Abstract—In this paper we devise a holistic solution to the
pursuer-evader tracking problem taking into account the limitations of the wireless sensor networks (WSNs) as well as the
dynamics of both the pursuer and evader. More specifically,
we present an optimal strategy for the pursuer to capture the
evader despite the delayed and imprecise information available
at the pursuer-side. In order to minimize the communication
overhead while ensuring capture, we provide an optimal evadersampling scheme that adjusts the sampling frequency based on
the strategies of the pursuer and evader, as well as the distance
between the pursuer and evader. We support our adaptive sampling scheme with a just-in-time delivery protocol that publishes
the evader’s location updates directly to the pursuer, reducing
the communication overhead of tracking even further. To further
enhance the tracking reliability, we use a two-level design of
fault tolerance: 1) a double position advertisement scheme to
mask single message losses, and 2) a breadcrumbs-based backup
scheme for stabilizing from desynchronization.
Our simulation results show that the adaptive sampling scheme
guides the pursuer to capture the evader effectively, and reduces
the communication overhead significantly compared to fixed rate
sampling. Our simulation results also show that our two-level
fault-tolerance strategy ensures high capture rates even under
consecutive message losses.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The pursuer-evader tracking (PET) problem considers a
pursuer trying to capture an evader and has several applications
in the surveillance and military fields. Drawing on the control
theory and game theory work, a popular approach to solve
the PET problem is based on differential games, where a
differential motion model is assumed for both the pursuer
and evader [1], [3], [8], [11], [17]. The differential game is
essentially an infinite perfect-information zero-sum game, for
which a saddle-point equilibrium is found by solving Isaac
equations. The Homicidal Chauffeur game and the Lady in the
Lake problem are typical examples of the differential game approaches [11]. These works, however, assume that the pursuer
has perfect information of the evader: information is available
without delay at all times, and information is assumed to be
precise. This is clearly not possible in distributed wireless sensor networks (WSNs) due to noisy measurements/estimation
errors, partially available information, processing/transmission
delays, and message losses.
There has also been several works on PET problem using
WSNs [3]–[5], [13], [16]. These works take a one-sided view
of the problem, and follow an evader-centric approach by
ignoring the dynamics of the pursuer. In this approach, a

tree-like structure is maintained continuously to be rooted at
the evader, and the movement of the evader causes updates
and restructuring of the tree. In other words, this approach
provides a decentralized location directory service, and does
not take the pursuer strategy or the pursuer location much
into account while doing so. The state of the pursuer affects
neither the information advertisement nor the reorganization
of the tree structure. However, the pursuer is also a big part
of the PET problem and the pursuer strategy can influence the
way the location queries should be executed. For example, the
pursuer location directly influences the frequency with which
to send the evader location updates and the latency deadlines
that should be satisfied by these updates.
Our contributions. In this paper we devise a holistic solution
to the PET problem taking into account the dynamics of both
the pursuer and evader as well as the limitations of WSNs.
Our main contributions are as follows:
1) We solve the PET problem through exploiting geometry
and provide an optimal capturing strategy for the pursuer
despite the delayed and imprecise information available
at the pursuer-side. We give an upper bound on the
uncertainty and delay for which capture is possible.
2) We devise an adaptive evader-sampling scheme that
minimizes the communication overhead while ensuring
capture. To achieve this goal, our sampling scheme
adjusts the sampling frequency based on the strategies of
the pursuer and evader, as well as the distance between
the pursuer and evader.
3) We provide a just-in-time delivery framework (JIT) that
supports our adaptive sampling scheme. JIT does not
rely on any structure overlay, and publishes the evader’s
location updates directly to the pursuer, hence reducing
the communication overhead of tracking even further.
JIT is designed such that the next sampling information
from the evader hits/intercepts the pursuer just-in-time
when the pursuer needs to make the next decision.
4) We achieve the tracking reliability through a two-level
fault tolerance design. We use a double position advertisement scheme to mask single message losses without
performance penalty, and a self-cleaning coma scheme
to stabilize from the loss of synchronization between the
pursuer and evader upon consecutive message losses.

Overview of our approach. In Section IV we first investigate
the optimal strategy for the pursuer to minimize the distance to
the evader if perfect information were available at the pursuerside. We prove in Theorem 1 that for each sampling interval
t, the optimal strategy for a pursuer to minimize the distance
to the evader is to move directly toward the evader’s expected
location in t. As an estimation error is unavoidable in WSN
environments, we then investigate the impact of the estimation
error and show that it is distance sensitive in Theorem 2. To
evaluate the usability of an estimation with certain confidence,
we provide a quantitative measure of uncertainty in Theorem
3.
In order to relax the perfect information requirements for
the optimal strategy, in Section V we present an adaptive
sampling rate that minimizes the communication overhead
while ensuring capture. Our adaptive sampling is based on
the distance between the pursuer and evader (dpe ); the closer
the distance, the higher the sampling rate. Furthermore, the
actual strategies of the pursuer and evader are also evaluated:
if the evader takes an action that is greatly deviating from
the expected trajectory, the sampling rate increases as follows
from Theorem 4.
We present our JIT delivery protocol in Section VI to
support our adaptive sampling scheme. To further improve
tracking reliability, in Section VII, we use a double position
advertisement scheme to mask single message losses, and a
backup scheme to recover from desynchronization. We present
the simulation results in Section VIII.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Due to its relevance to several applications, the PET problem has been studied extensively both in game/control theory
field and in the networking field [1], [9], [10], [14], [17], [20].
In the classical pursuit-evasion games, the states of the game
is known to both players since the initial state and motion
equation are given and states at any time can be described
by mathematical formulations. As the Nash equilibrium for
zero-sum differential games is a min-max optimal strategy, it
satisfies the following saddle-point equilibrium:
J(γ1∗ , γ2 ) ≤ J(γ1∗ , γ2∗ ) ≤ J(γ1 , γ2∗ )
for all γi , where J() is the cost function (for instance, distance
or capturing time) and γ1∗ , γ2∗ is the optimal strategy pair. This
is equivalent to solve the following condition:
Z
V (θ, t) = min max Jt (p, e)

Under the assumption that value function V is continuously
differentiable for θ and t, this can be determined by solving
the PDE, which is also called Isaacs equation [1], [11].
The worst case analysis [8] assumes that the evaders have
global knowledge of the system and can actively move against
pursuers, while pursuers do not know the strategies of the
evaders. Different from previous works that assume worst
case scenario for evaders, BEAR [17] considers probabilistic

models where evaders are considered to be no superior than
pursuers. More specifically, BEAR uses a greedy scheme that
takes a move that yields the highest probability of containing
an evader over all possible moves. In [9], the PET problem
is described as a partial information Markov non-zero game
with integrating map-learning and pursuit. The pursuers and
the evader try to respectively maximize and minimize the
probability of capture at the next time instant.
Note that the differential game solution minimizes the
maximum cost under worst scenarios as the evader actively
takes an action to maximize its cost function. Instead, our
approach considers considers average cases, and minimizes the
expected capturing cost by following the expected trajectory
of the evader, which is a more realistic scenario. Our approach
also differs from the traditional differential games in that it is a
discretized game that employs the adaptive sampling scheme.
Our approach relaxes the demand of perfect information
availability at the pursuer-side to that of an intermittently
available partial and noisy information.
The PET problem has also has been studied under networked environments. In [3], an optimal solution protecting a
linear asset in a sensor network setting has been proposed. The
pursuit strategy is formulated under communication constraints
such as message loss and packets delay. Apart from the
distinctions in the problem definition, our solution differs from
[3] in the following: 1) unlike in [3], where PET is considered
as a differential game where the equilibrium strategy is used,
our solution makes no assumption on the evader model; 2)
our adaptive sampling considers the relative distance as well
as the dynamics of both the pursuer and evader; 3) instead
of indexing the evader advertisement in a structure–Trail–in
[3], we only require the advertisements in-between the evader
and the pursuer. Other works in [15], [16] use centralized
periodic updated station to collect and process the data, then
forward the decision to pursuers agents. Distributed tracking
approaches are presented in [4], [10], [22], where sensor nodes
dynamically maintain a “tracking tree” that is always rooted
at the evader. The pursuer searches the sensor network until it
reaches the tracking tree, and then follows the tree to its root
in order to catch the evader.
The PET problem is a special case and an extension of
typical target tracking problem in WSNs which mainly have
two categories: structure-based approaches and structure-free
approaches. The first type of protocols dynamically maintain
certain structures, such as trees or overlay graphs, such that a
message may simply follow the structure to reach the target
[2], [6], [12], [13], [22]. In structure-free protocols, nodes
take local decisions by making predictions over available
knowledge to generate a path on demand for tracking messages
to be forwarded to the target [7], [18], [19], [21]. PET differs
from these tracking problem in that 1) it does not require
all nodes in the network to know the evader/target. Instead,
only the pursuer needs to know the evader’s information; 2) it
requires smart pursuit strategy to catch the evader in shortest
time, thereby is interested in the evader’s mobility pattern.

Fig. 1.

The Pursuer-Evader Problem

III. P RELIMINARIES
We consider a pursuer and an evader located in a planar
space with wireless sensor nodes covering the entire space. We
adopt the following notations to represent the system states.
Xp = (xp , yp ) denotes the position of the pursuer and Xe =
(xe , ye ) denotes the position of the evader. The pursuer and
evader have the maximum speeds V = (vp , ve ), where vp >
ve , and move in the directions Θ = (θp , θe ), respectively. The
sampling interval is denoted as t, and it is variable. The new
′
location for the pursuer and evader after t are denoted as p
′
and e . Between the reception of two consecutive sampling
information, the pursuer keeps its direction the same. We say
that an evader is captured by the pursuer if d(Xp , Xe ) < ǫ,
where ǫ is the capture distance.
The underlying control strategy of the evader’s movement
is unknown to the network. However, in contrast to a noncooperative evader in differential games, the evader in this
paper is actually simulated by an “evader agent” that can
forward the detection and direction change of the evader to
the pursuer, and is thereby cooperative with the pursuer. Such
an evader agent can easily be maintained over the nodes that
detect the evader and the state of the evader agent can be
handed off to the neighboring set of nodes that detect the
evader next as the evader moves.
IV. T HE O PTIMAL P URSUER S TRATEGY
If differential motion models are known for both the pursuer
and evader, an optimal strategy is a saddle-point equilibrium
which can be found by solving Isaac equations [11]. These
differential game theory formulations assume that the evader
always takes an action to minimize the cost function. In
contrast, we study the PET problem where the pursuer does
not know the strategy of the evader so the game theory
formulations are inapplicable. Instead we take a geometric
approach.
Theorem 1. At each sampling interval t, the optimal
strategy for a pursuer for minimizing the distance to the evader
is to move directly toward the evader’s expected position at t.
Proof: Given the current locations of the pursuer and
evader (Figure 1), after t, the new locations are:
′

′

′

′

xp = xp + vp tcosθp , yp = yp − vp tsinθp

xe = xe + ve tcosθe , ye = ye − ve tsinθe

Fig. 2.

Optimal pursuit strategy makes p, p′ , and e′ collinear

p
The initial distance d = (xp − xe )2 + (yp − ye )2 between
the pursuer and evader becomes:
q
′
d = (x′p − x′e )2 + (yp′ − ye′ )2

Without loss of generality, assume xp = 0 and yp = 0, thereby,
d

′2

= (xe +t(vp cosθp −ve cosθe ))2 +(ye +t(ve sinθe −vp sinθp ))2
′

In order to minimize the distance d upon variable θp , we
differentiate the equation by θp on both sides:
′2

∂d
= 2txe vp sinθp − 2tye vp cosθp
∂θp
+ 2t2 (vp cosθp − ve cosθe )vp sinθp
− 2t2 (vp sinθp − ve sinθe )vp sinθp
′2

We set

∂d
∂θp

= 0, and get:
θp = arctan(

xe + ve tcosθe
)
ye − ve tsinθe

This indicates that p, p′ , and e′ should stay on a line as shown
in Figure 2. Hence, the optimal strategy for the pursuer to
minimize the distance to the evader is to move directly toward
the evader’s expected location (e′ ) in time t.
Note that this result holds only if perfect information of the
evader is available to the pursuer. Due to noisy measurements
in WSNs, evaluating the uncertainty is needed. In Theorem 2
we show that the estimation uncertainty is distance sensitive.
The larger the distance, the smaller the effect of uncertainty
on the pursuer’s decision.
Theorem 2. The uncertainty (θpu ) of calculating θp is
bounded by 2arcsin( vde t ) regardless of the evader’s action.
That is, θpu satisfies: θpu ≤ 2arcsin( vde t ).
Proof: As shown in Figure 3, the evader’s position is
located within an Apoapsis circle1 with a radius ve t regardless
of its mobility model. Therefore, the uncertainty of estimating
θp is ±arcsin( vde t ), that is, θpu ≤ 2arcsin( vde t ).
Theorem 2 indicates that the error of a pursuer’s action
is inversely proportional to the distance to the evader. If the
distance d is small, better estimation is required to keep the
same error level.
1 The farthest points that the evader can reach forms a circle named Apoapsis
circle

monotonicity of d for any t:
max(|p1 e0 | , |p2 e0 |) < d

Fig. 3.

θpu is bounded by arcsin( vde t )

The relationship between |p1 e0 | and |p2 e0 | depends on the
actual direction that the evader has taken. If p, e0 , e are
collinear, then |p1 e0 | = |p2 e0 |; otherwise if e0 is under the
line pe as shown in Figure 4, then |p1 e0 | > |p2 e0 |; and vice
versa.
Let’s assume |p1 e0 | > |p2 e0 | (similar analysis can be used
for the other case). This condition is simplified as |p1 e0 | < d.
2
From geometry, |p1 e0 | can be calculated by:
2

2

2

|p1 e0 | = |pp1 | + |pe0 | − 2 |pp1 | |pe0 | cos(∠p1 pe0 )
After substituting cos(∠p1 pe0 ) and simplifying the inequality
we get:
2

|pe1 | (vp t + xr cosθe − yr sinθe ) + d2 + (vp t)

< xr vp t(cosθe +cos(θe +θeu ))−yr vp t(sinθe +sin(θe +θeu ))
Fig. 4.

The maximum error θeu of the estimating θe should be bounded

Theorem 3. The monotonically decreasing nature of d
is maintained if the uncertainty (±θeu ) of estimating θe is
bounded by
x v tcosθe −yr vp t+sinθe −β
) < π2 , where xr =
θeu < arcsin( r xpr vp tsinθ
e −yr vp tcosθe
(xp − xe ) and yr = (yp − ye ), and β = (vp t + xr cosθe −
yr sinθe )(d − ve t) − d2 − (vp t)2 .
Proof: Let’s assume that the evader moves from e to e0
in time t. Due to the estimation uncertainty ±θeu of θe , the
evader can possibly reach e1 and e2 in worst cases as shown
in Figure 4. p1 and p2 are the intersections of pe1 , pe2 to the
pursuer’s Apoapsis circle respectively. The locations for e0 , e1
and e2 are:
xe0 = xe + ve tcosθe , ye0 = ye − ve tsinθe

where xr = (xp − xe ) and yr = (yp − ye ) are the relative
coordinates. Since |pe1 | ≥ |pe| − |ee1 | = d − ve t, the equal
sign holds if and only if p, e1 and e are collinear, we can get:
(d − ve t)(vp t + xr cosθe − yr sinθe ) + d2 + (vp t)

2

< xr vp t(cosθe +cos(θe +θeu ))−yr vp t(sinθe +sin(θe +θeu ))
Since θeu ≤ π2 , 0 ≤ cos(θeu ) ≤ 1. Dividing cos(θeu ) on the
right side, we get the following more restrictive condition:
β < xr vp t(cosθe +sinθe sinθeu )−yr vp t(sinθe +cosθe sinθeu )
where β = (vp t + xr cosθe − yr sinθe )(d − ve t) − d2 − (vp t)2 .
Solving this inequation, we conclude that θeu must satisfy the
following condition:
θeu < arcsin(

xr vp tcosθe − yr vp t + sinθe − β
)
xr vp tsinθe − yr vp tcosθe

xe1 = xe + ve tcos(θe + θeu ), ye1 = ye − ve tsin(θe + θeu )
Theorem 3 provides a quantitative measure of θeu , which
xe2 = xe + ve tcos(θe − θeu ), ye2 = ye − ve tsin(θe − θeu ) can be employed to evaluate the usability of an estimation with
Accordingly, the projected error for θp , ∠e1 pe0 and ∠e0 pe2 a certain confidence. For instance, a Gaussian distribution with
expected θe with 3σ variation equals to θeu suggests that with
are given by:
95%
of confidence, if the pursuer makes a move according
2
2
2
|pe0 | + |pe1 | − |e0 e1 |
to
this
estimation, the pursuit process will not change the
∠e1 pe0 = arccos(
)
2 |pe0 | |pe1 |
monotonicity of d .
2
2
2
|pe0 | + |pe2 | − |e0 e2 |
V. A DAPTIVE S AMPLING R ATE
∠e0 pe2 = arccos(
)
2 |pe0 | |pe2 |
Although, we have shown in Theorem 1 that given a perfect
estimation in time t, the optimal pursuit strategy is to move
Hence |p1 e0 | and |p2 e0 | can be computed as follows:
toward the expected destination, in reality the estimation is
q
imperfect; the evader may not actually follow the expected
2
2
|p1 e0 | = |pe0 | + |pp1 | − 2 |pe0 | |pp1 | cos(∠e1 pe0 )
direction. Therefore the monotonically decreasing nature of
q
2
2
d may be violated unless the pursuer receives continuous
|p2 e0 | = |pe0 | + |pp2 | − 2 |pe0 | |pp2 | cos(∠e0 pe2 )
updates about the evader’s state. That is, frequent sampling
of the evader’s state and the delivery of these snapshots to the
As p1 and p2 are the boundary locations that the pursuer can pursuer are necessary for the pursuer to make correct tracking
reach, the following condition must be satisfied to keep the decisions. On the other hand, continuous and precise snapshots

the current strategy is already not optimal, and an immediate
resampling is required. In this way, the adaptive sampling
scheme handles the “smart” and “dumb” evaders separately.
Similarly, the minimum distance in t using current strategy
is:
s
(xr 2 + yr 2 )d2 − (xe xr − ye yr )2
min(d) =
xr 2 + yr 2
Fig. 5.

Adaptive sampling rate

are communication costly for WSNs with limited energy and
bandwidth supply.
To solve this dilemma, in this section, we explore an
adaptive and variable evader snapshot sampling scheme that
satisfies distance sensitive properties; the sampling frequency
is higher when the distance d between the pursuer and evader
is closer. Moreover, the sampling rate also considers the
discrepancy between the expected action and real action: a
larger discrepancy leads to more frequent sampling in order
to capture the evader effectively.
Theorem 4. The maximum sampling interval to guarantee
the monotonically decreasing nature of d should satisfy (Figure 5):

where xr = vp cosθp − ve cosθe and yr = ve sinθe − vp sinθp .
The adaptive sampling rate is set such that the monotonically decreasing nature of d is preserved. Theorem 4 implies
that the sampling rate is not only related to the distance d
but also related to the strategy of the pursuer and evader: the
farther the distance and the more favorable the evader strategy,
the smaller the sampling rate can be. Therefore, the adaptive
sampling scheme can be made more energy efficient than fixed
snapshot sampling under these conditions.
VI. J UST-I N -T IME D ELIVERY P ROTOCOL

In this section, we describe our just-in-time delivery framework (JIT) for supporting our adaptive sampling scheme. JIT
consists of four components: measurement collection, location
prediction, decision making, and adaptive sampling. Next we
discuss these components briefly.
Sensor nodes detecting the evader collect necessary meaxe (ve cosθe − vp cosθp ) + ye (vp sinθp − ve sinθe )
tmax =
2
2
surements,
such as positions and moving directions, and
(vp cosθp − ve cosθe ) + (vp sinθp − ve sinθe )
collaboratively emulate the evader agent. The evader agent
This implies that the sampling rate is not only related to the maintains a history of these observations s1 , s2 , ..., sk . The
distance d but also related to the strategy of the pursuer and state of the evader agent is handed off to the neighboring set
evader.
of nodes that detect the evader next as the evader moves. This
Proof: As illustrated from Theorem 1, the distance of the way the evader agent is always co-located with the evader.
pursuer and evader at time t is given by:
In JIT, the distance sensitive adaptive sampling is used
′2
2
2 to determine how long to delay the next notification to the
d = (xe +t(vp cosθp −ve cosθe )) +(ye +t(ve sinθe −vp sinθp )) pursuer, which we call deadline T . The deadline should not
To find the minimum distance with the given strategy θp and only consider the pursuer-evader strategy as we discussed in
the previous section, but also take into account the message
θe , we differentiate the equation by t:
transmission delay (end-to-end delay). The end-to-end delay is
′2
∂d
2
2 an estimated delay due to channel contention and packet delays
= 2t((vp cosθp − ve cosθe ) + (vp sinθp − ve sinθe ) )
occurring at all layers. To this end, an average per hop delay
∂t
is estimated and then this is extrapolated linearly according to
+ xe (vp cosθp − ve cosθe ) + ye (ve sinθe − vp sinθp )
the distance between the evader and pursuer.
When the above calculated sampling interval expires, the
′2
Let ∂d∂t = 0, we get:
evader agent estimates the evader’s location at the end of next
sampling interval using a prediction algorithm. As location
xe (ve cosθe − vp cosθp ) + ye (vp sinθp − ve sinθe )
prediction has been extensively studied in the literature, we
tmax =
(vp cosθp − ve cosθe )2 + (vp sinθp − ve sinθe )2
are not proposing a new algorithm for prediction. This location
As we have assumed xp = 0 and yp = 0, hence xe = xe − xp estimation for the evader is forwarded to the pursuer for the
and ye = ye − yp . After a simple analysis of the equation, decision making. The evader agent should also estimate the
we can tell that tmax is proportional to the distance d. Conse- location of the pursuer. This is achieved as follows: The evader
quently, the sampling rate should increase when the distance agent knows the location of the pursuer initially. When the
between pursuer and evader decreases. Since 0 ≤ t ≤ ∞, evader is first detected, the evader agent forwards this detection
there are two cases. Case 1, tmax > 0. In this case, the next information to the pursuer’s predetermined initial location.
sampling should come some time before tmax . In other words, Then, the evader agent can determine the next location of
tmax is the maximum period that pursuer can wait without the pursuer without any need for communication, because the
loss of the optimality. Case 2, tmax ≤ 0. This indicates that pursuer uses a deterministic strategy, and the evader-agent is

aware of all the inputs it provides to the pursuer side. The
implementation of JIT does not rely on any underlying routing
protocol.
Therefore, the JIT algorithm for the evader agent is shown
in the following table. A node detecting the evader evaluates
the message delay that is needed to notify the pursuer (i.e.,
Td ), and if T − Td expires, it will predict the evader’s location
based on the history information (line 4). Then it computes
the direction θp that the pursuer will take given current θe
using the formulation in Theorem 1 (line 5). Furthermore, the
sampling deadline T is renewed adaptively as in Theorem 4
(line 6). All of these information will be forwarded to the
pursuer (line 7) for the optimal decision making. Finally the
history data, along with the sampling deadline, is recorded at
the evader agent (line 9). The algorithm stops when the evader
is captured (i.e., dpe < ǫ).

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

JIT distributed algorithm
Input: evader detections, per hop delay
Stop: dpe is less than predefined distance ǫ
if dpe < ǫ
report capture, stop.
else if sampling deadline (T − Td ) expires
estimate the evader’s location
compute θp
recompute sampling deadline T
send θe and T to the pursuer
estimate the pursuer’s location at next sampling
add new measurements to the history data
end if

Fig. 6. The figure shows two steps at t1 and t2 . At each step, the evader
agent sends double advertisements to two possible pursuer locations.

assumed that no two consecutive messages will be lost, the
′
advertisement to p1 will be correctly received, and through
this double position advertisement, the pursuer returns back
to normal at t2 .
Similarly, the advertisement is published to two locations
′
at each step. Thus, p2 and p2 are the advertising locations
without/with the loss of advertisement assumption at the next
step t2 .
Theorem 5. The pursuer’s speed needs to be increased
at least by the following percent for reaching back to the
normal
operation in the presence of a single message loss:
√
(t1 (cosθp0 −cosθp1 )−t2 cosθp2 )2 +(t1 (sinθp0 −sinθp1 )−t2 sinθp2 )2
t2
Proof: According to our notation, the locations p1 and p2

can be expressed as follows:
xp1 = xp + vp t1 cosθp1 , yp1 = yp − vp t1 sinθp1
xp2 = xp1 + vp t2 cosθp2 , yp2 = yp1 − vp t2 sinθp2

VII. FAULT T OLERANCE
Our approach to handle reliability is two leveled: masking
single message losses and stabilizing from desynchronization.
Our fault tolerance design considers a single message loss as
an anticipated fault, and masks it without introducing any bad
consequences. The second level handles the pursuer-evader
desynchronization due consecutive message losses that is not
addressed by the masking process. Our reliability improvements are gained at the cost of advertisement overhead.

After replacing xp1 and yp1 in xp2 and yp2 , we get:
xp2 = xp + vp (t1 cosθp1 + t2 cosθp2 )
yp2 = yp − vp (t1 sinθp1 − t2 sinθp2 )
′

′

similarly, the location of p1 and p2 are:

A. Masking Single Message Losses

xp′ = xp + vp t1 cosθp0

Note in our tracking algorithm, the evader agent sends
advertisements to the pursuer, and here we assume that no two
consecutive advertising messages are lost. In the following we
introduce a double position advertisement scheme to enhance
the tracking reliability by masking a single message loss.
As the name “double position advertisement” hints, the
evader’s location is published to two locations instead of
a single location. Figure 6 illustrates our double position
advertisement scheme. Consider step t1 . An advertisement
is sent to p1 assuming that the last evader advertisement is
′
received at p, and also to p1 to mask the case that the last
evader advertisement is lost at p and the pursuer followed the
′
′
old strategy to reach p1 . We call p2 the rally position for p1 .
That is, if the pursuer misses a message at t0 (hence it is at
′
p1 at t1 ), it will move toward p2 during t2 . Since we have

yp′ = yp − vp t1 sinθp0

1

1

xp′ = xp + vp cosθp1 (t1 + t2 )
2

yp′ = yp − vp sinθp1 (t1 + t2 )
2

′

If the pursuer does not receive updates at p, it reaches p1
where it receives the advertisement from e1 . The message
contains the position of p1 , which can be used to predict the
′
next location p2 . Then we let the pursuer move from p1 toward
p2 in order to return back to the normal operation. The distance
dp′ p2 can be calculated by
1

d2p′ p = vp2 (t1 (cosθp0 − cosθp1 ) − t2 cosθp2 )2
1 2

+ vp2 (t1 (sinθp0 − sinθp1 ) − t2sinθp2 )2

The

lowest

speed
′

up p2 is: vp
√

′

(vp )

for

the

d

=

′
p1 p2

pursuer
′
vp

to

Pursuer1
Pursuer2
Evader1
Evader2

catch

t2 , and thereby vp equals
(t1 (cosθp0 −cosθp1 )−t2 cosθp2 )2 +(t1 (sinθp0 −sinθp1 )−t2 sinθp2 )2
t2

to
E2
E1

As all the parameters on the right side are readily available,
′
the pursuer can easily compute the speed vp at each step.

P2

P1

B. Stabilizing from Desynchronization
Using the double position advertisement approach in Theorem 5, we avoid the loss of synchronization between the pursuer and evader under the assumption that no two consecutive
advertisements are lost. If that assumption breaks at a certain
step, the evader agent loses the synchronization to the pursuer,
which may further lead to the evader’s escape.

Fig. 8.

Pursuer-Evader Trajectories with Perfect Information

sent to the evader location two steps earlier. Another observation is that the sampling period is distance sensitive and
generally decreases as the pursuer and evader come closer
(t1 > t2 > · · · > tn ). Considering the round trip delay tr
for the resynchronization messages, the lease should be set to
2tr + 2t1 for ensuring the second resynchronization attempt
to be answered. As both t1 and tr are distance sensitive, so
is the length of the coma: the larger the distance between the
pursuer and evader, the longer the length of the coma.
VIII. S IMULATIONS

Fig. 7.

A coma is the nebulous envelope around the nucleus of a comet.

Here, we introduce a backup scheme using the concept
of coma to solve the desynchronization problem. As shown
in Figure 7, a coma2 is the nebulous envelope around the
nucleus of a comet. In our context, a coma is a history
trace of an evader, which is maintained through forwarding
pointers by the relevant nodes, namely by the recent locations
of the evader. Each pointer is assigned a lease when it is
initially generated, so that it can be self-cleaned upon lease
expiration. Therefore maintaining the coma does not require
any communication cost. Nodes just remember that they are
on the evader’s trail for the duration of the lease, and each
keeps a pointer to the next node on the trail (which can be
learned by snooping or during evader agent handoff).
A pursuer agent missing two consecutive messages initiates a resynchronization message containing its own location
information, and addresses the message to the last known
evader location. This resynchronization message follows the
forwarding pointers in the coma hop by hop until it reaches
the evader’s current position. At this point, the evader sends
its location and strategy back to the pursuer. Through this
process, the pursuer and evader are resynchronized. If the
first resynchronization fails, the pursuer may initiate a second
attempt.
A subsequent question to ask is: what should be the
length of coma for ensuring successful resynchronization?
As the resynchronization process immediately happens after
the pursuer lost two consecutive messages, the message is
2 Photograph

courtesy of Wikipedia.

In this section, we simulate the JIT protocol in a 2D area
using MATLAB. In the simulations we consider an area of
20 × 20 grid, with 10m × 10m space in each grid cell.
A sensor node is assigned to each cell (thus we have 400
sensors in the simulation). Every node is able to detect the
evader once the evader moves into its cell. The pursuer’s speed
is larger than the evader’s speed, in our case θp = 1.3θe .
Regression is used for estimating the next evader position.
All the following results are based on same settings and same
initial locations, and only allow changes in controlled variables
for each experiment.
A. Trajectory Simulation
Figure 8 illustrates pursuer-evader trajectories that follows
the optimal strategy with perfect information. The dashed lines
are the trajectories of pursuers and solid lines are evaders.
Evader1 moves in a straight line and evader2 moves following
a direction with random noise. Figure 9 illustrates pursuerevader trajectories that follows the optimal strategy with
information available only at each sampling time using our
adaptive sampling scheme. In Figure 9, the same movement
patterns as in Figure 8 are used for both evaders. We observe
that the trails of pursuers swing from the optimal path due
to the intermittent availability of the evaders’ information.
The decreased precision tradeoffs the demand for continuous
sampling and communication.
B. Capture Time vs Estimation Error
We have shown in Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 the effect
of the estimation error θeu . Here, we perform experiments to
measure the capture time under varying θeu . For this purpose,
the simulation is set such that at every interval, the evader takes
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Pursuer-Evader Trajectories with Adaptive Sampling

Fig. 11.

Increasing sampling rate helps to reduce the average capture time.
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Reducing estimation error reduces the average capture time.
Fig. 12. Overhead shows the dichotomy between the slow and fast sampling

an action θe with a random noise within the range (−θeu , θeu ).
Figure 10 shows that the average capture time increases
when θeu increases. This is because θeu causes deviated/false
decisions for the pursuer. However, beyond a certain threshold
the capture time increases exponentially implying the possible
loss of capturability.
C. Capture Time vs Sampling Rate

rate does not necessarily reduce the overhead. If the sampling
rate is greater than a certain threshold (around 0.15 at point
B), lowering the sampling rate reduces the overhead; however,
if the sampling rate is less than the threshold, the overhead
instead increases due to the exponentially increasing of capture
time caused by the increased probability of evader escapes.

D. Adaptive Sampling vs Fixed Rate Sampling

The overhead in adaptive sampling is always less than
using any fixed sampling rate, which verifies its superiority
to fixed rate sampling (which ignores the relative distance and
strategies of the pursuer and evader). In the figure, point A is
the fixed rate that corresponds to the same capture time as the
adaptive sampling. In other words, 0.18/second fixed sampling
(which corresponds to 80 messages) rate is required to catch
the evader in the same time as adaptive sampling. Clearly,
the overhead is much lower in adaptive sampling: nearly 50%
of communication overhead can be saved in our case. In the
figure, although point B has less communication overhead than
point A, the capture time of point B is more than that of point
A, and also more than that of our adaptive sampling scheme.
We also note that the communication overhead at point B is
still higher than that of our adaptive sampling scheme.

Figure 12 shows the overhead of the fixed rate sampling
compared to our scheme, using the pursuer1-evader1 case in
Figure 8 and 9. The overhead of adaptive sampling for this
scenario is 40 messages, and Figure 12 shows the varying
overhead for the fixed sampling at different sampling rates.
The overhead is calculated by adding up all of the exchanged
messages from the start of the simulation until the evader is
captured. It is shown in the figure that lowering the sampling

Note that these results are for the scenario of case1, and
at different settings (i.e., initial locations, evader mobility
models), the amount of overhead reduction will be different.
As the adaptive sampling takes into consideration the pursuer
and evader location and their strategy while fixed rate sampling
not, more improvements in overhead can be achieved if the
relative distance d is larger and the changing of the evader’s
direction is more likely.

The sampling rate is a tradeoff between the capture time
and communication overhead. Higher sampling rate means that
more up-to-date information is available at the pursuer, on
the other hand it consequently creates more communication
overhead. Figure 11 shows the average capture time under
different sampling rates (here we refer to fixed sampling rates).
The capture time decreases non-linearly as the sampling rate
increases, but also the rate of decreasing of the capture time
also tends to decrease. The diminishing returns indicate that
very high sampling rate is not only costly but also unnecessary.
Our adaptive sampling scheme thereby takes advantage of this
phenomenon to reduce the overhead while maintaining short
catching times.
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Our two-level fault tolerance approach improves capturability
significantly.

Fig. 14. Capture time increases gracefully under increasing message loss
probabilities.

E. Fault Tolerance

sampling scheme, we presented a JIT delivery protocol that
focuses only on the advertisement between the evader and the
pursuer instead of that for the entire network. Unlike previous
works, JIT is structure-free and lightweight.
In this paper we assumed that the pursuer can adjust its
movement with an infinite granularity. This is unrealistic for
environments with obstacles where the pursuer has a maximum
turning angle and may not be able to adjust its direction
timely as expected. In future work we will investigate the PET
problem with mobility constrained pursuers/evaders.

We compare the performance under following three different
reliability settings:
• masking-only, where only the message loss masking
scheme is applied.
• coma-only, where a resynchronization message is sent
immediately after detecting a single message loss.
• masking-coma, where a resynchronization message is
sent only after the masking scheme fails.
In our simulations, the message loss probability is defined
as the loss probability of advertisement/resynchronization messages, not the loss probability at each hop. We use the horizontal axis to denote the fraction of message loss, and the vertical
axis for the percentage of no capture probability. Figure 13
shows that significant failure reduction can be achieved by
applying masking-coma scheme compared to the maskingonly or coma-only scheme. Even with 40% lost messages,
the no capture rate with masking-coma is less than 10% in
our case.
As a single message loss is masked without penalty in
capture time, we only compare coma-only to masking-coma
scheme in Figure 14. It shows both capture time increase due
to the extra catch-up time and/or resynchronization process.
The Coma-only scheme has the longer capture time because
of the extra resynchronization delay for every message loss.
The Masking-coma scheme covers the single message loss part
with little penalty, hence needs less time than the Coma-only
scheme. Overall, the masking-coma scheme performs best–
with less no-capture-probability and less average capture time–
by incorporating both methods.
IX. C ONCLUSION
In this work we investigated the effect of the information
available to the pursuer on the outcome of the pursuer-evader
tracking and proposed an optimal pursuit strategy to the
face of imprecise and delayed information. To reduce the
communication overhead, we presented an optimal adaptive
sampling scheme that takes in to account the strategies of
the pursuer and evader as well as the distance between them.
Our fault tolerant design improves the reliability by masking
single message losses and recovering from desynchronization
due to consecutive message losses. To support our adaptive
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